
1.   Please answer the following questions using the scale provided:

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree
Slightly

Disagree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Knowledge/Expertise – industry, application & technical      

Service – responsive, quick, professional      

Communication – proactive, complete, timely      

Pricing – competitiveness, value for the dollar      

Trustworthiness – commitment, will deliver, overall relationship      

2.   Please identify two areas in which we excelled:

As we are accustomed to, JMP teams are responsive, responsible, collaborative,  and transparent. They put quite a bit of effort in fully 
understanding customers needs and asset base, so they can appropriately address project requirements.

3.   Please identify two areas in which we could improve:

We have noticed lately that the JMP Calgary has experienced some attrition and resource turn-around. Due to that our impression was 
that they might have been caught by surprise, and the succession plan may not have been adequate. That had caused some struggle 
in execution of a few most recent jobs this past Spring. At the end we worked together to overcome that state, though a good 
succession plan and resource training is a key for business continuity and needs to be paid attention.

4.   Please share any other comment you might have about this project or JMP in general.

5.   How likely is it that you would recommend JMP to a friend or colleague? (1 = not at all likely, 10 = extremely likely)

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

      Why did you give us this score?

For all the reasons mentioned above.

Industry: Oil & Gas

Project Description: Mildred Lake measurement upgrades

JMP Comments: Thank you for your feedback and patience as we closed the gaps due to personnel attrition. We are striving 
to make sure the team is well versed in all customer requirements to avoid any hiccups in the future.


